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U.S. Continues Supplying Kurds to Counteract Turkey 
The mass media has been widely covering the details of the disastrous humanitarian situation 

in Rukban refugee camp over recent months. By the way, the crisis in other sites deserves 

more considerable attention. Al-Hol refugee camp located in Al-Hasakah province and run by 

the Syria Democratic Forces is one of them.  

Every single day from 10 to 20 people, mainly women and children die due to the lack of 

drinking water, essential goods, and medicine. Only for the past two months, 250 children 

passed away in the camp. According to estimates, now more than 50,000 refugees reside 

there, although initially it was designed only for 25,000.  

It turned out that the catastrophe of Al-Hol residents is caused by the illegal actions of the 

U.S. authorities. Their homes and shelters in the northern and north-eastern part of Syria have 

been destroyed by the indiscriminate airstrikes of the U.S.-led international coalition.  

Apart from Rukban camp situated in the 55-kilometre zone near Al-Tanf, the American 

servicemen organized ’humanitarian assistance’ for the people in Al-Hol. However, it is 

really hard to believe in support of Washington to the locals. On the way to supply their bases 

in other parts of the country, American trucks allegedly deliver humanitarian aid to the camp. 

Meanwhile, under the guise of good intentions, weapons and military equipment for Kurdish 

militias flow from Iraq to Syria.  

Since March 1, 2019, the United States has already delivered from Iraq six convoys with 100 

Humvee jeeps, 150 pickup trucks equipped with machineguns, as well as small arms and 

grenade launchers, the local activists report. 
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The shipment of the U.S. military hardware on the way to Al-Hol 

In fact, Al-Hol residence received no humanitarian aid, and only a small part of the armament 

fell into the hands of the American soldiers deployed at Sarrin and Harab Isk military bases in 

the area of Manbij.  

Three-quarters of the shipment was delivered to the Kurdish militias in Al-Hol camp and then 

moved to the settlements of Tell Abyad and Ras Al Ain at the border with Turkey. According 

to the Middle East experts, these towns could become the starting point of the Turkish army 

and its proxies’ large-scale military operation against Kurds in northern Syria.  

Amid deterioration of the U.S.-Turkish relations, Washington continues to support SDF, that 

in response keep holding the oil fields in favour of the United States.  

The Turkish side repeatedly expressed concern over the long-term and stable relations 

between the Americans and Kurds. By the way, the Pentagon has announced the allocation of 

$ 300 million for the train-and-equip program for the Syrian Democratic Forces. Moreover, 

half of the budget will be spent on the purchase of military transport.  

It was also reported that the number of SDF is planned to be doubled - from 61,000 to 

121,000 fighters. Exactly after this announcement, first messages on the forced recruitment in 

north-eastern Syria appeared.  

Based on these data, the version of the secret weapons supply by the U.S. to SDF seems quite 

reasonable. This armament will be enough to disrupt Ankara offensive and create chaos in the 

north of Syria. Unfortunately, it is happening under the guise of humanitarian aid delivery to 

the people in need locked in Al-Hol refugee camp. 

  


